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"Fantasy Football for Smart People: How to Win at Daily Fantasy Sports" is a data-driven guide to

becoming a profitable daily fantasy player. Built around daily fantasy football but applicable to all

sports, the book examines advanced DFS strategies, providing data on what's actually winning

leagues. Gain access to the latest trends and numbers you need to give you a serious competitive

edge in the world of daily fantasy sports."How to Win at Daily Fantasy Sports" brings "Moneyball" to

daily fantasy football, applying a scientific approach to the game. The book will teach you:â€¢ How

to properly allocate salary capâ€¢ Which lineup combinations are most optimalâ€¢ How to use a

contrarian strategy to win tournamentsâ€¢ Which positions/players to use in the flexâ€¢ How to

convert your season-long skill set into DFS successâ€¢ A whole lot moreNo more guessing or

making decisions based on conventional wisdom. "How to Win at Daily Fantasy Sports" provides

the mathematical and game-theory-driven foundation you need to become a truly long-term

profitable daily fantasy sports player.
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Looking to step your fantasy game up? JBales' insight and statistical analysis regarding fantasy



sports in unrivaled. He is also humorous with his quips, which makes for easy reading. In this

rendition of his fantasy sports analysis, he walks one through the myriad of ff players' concerns,

what stats to be on the look out for, and how to gain an edge in your own analysis. If you do play

any degree of fantasy sports, this book should definitely be a part of your library.

The insight in this book is hard to find even in the avalanche of info in the DFS world today. If your

looking for that couple extra points to pass the others by in your contests this is the book to show

you how. A must read!

If I had to choose my favorite fantasy sports author it would no doubt be Jonathan Bales. Everything

he puts out is great and this book is no exception. I love that he always relies on statistics as the

foundation for his research so you know that the methods he recommends are successful.My

favorite part in the book is learning about how the vegas lines impact each fantasy position and

learning the win probabilities for certain player correlations i.e. how often do fantasy teams with a

paired QB and RB have success etc. Keep up the great work.

I just finished the book, and I definitely feel like it has advanced analytical data an case study to

make you a successful NFL DFS player. I have been watching the NFL for 35 years now and even I

found information in this book that will give me a edge over the new DFS player.I played MLB DFS

for the first time this season after reading Bale's MLB for Smart People. Not knowing anything about

MLB DFS going in, I have been profitable based on the information I gained in that book.Would you

invest in a house without doing an inspection? Why invest in DFS without learning from the Pros?

There has not been a book written by Jonathan Bales that I have be disappointed with. This book

provides actionable data and advice for Week 1 of this NFL season. In my opinion if you are

considering playing DFS at all this football season you should invest the $9.99 and gain what you

can from the book. This is my second season playing NFL DFS and this was the first part of my

research for this season.

This book should cost more money. Quite simply it's my best purchase ever on . Can't believe I

didn't buy it sooner.If you don't have the ten bucks to spend on this, then you shouldn't be playing

daily fantasy sports. The basic strategies presented should help to improve your DFS win

probabilities immediately.Cheers,DailySportsGeek



The information brought forth in this book will surely open your eyes. The amount work Mr. Bales

puts into his craft is incredible and it's shown me things that I never thought of thinking before. Great

book!

It wasnt entirely worthless, but 2 starts is a bit generous. There is little of use in this book. The

author has sub-par writing skills, and at least half of the book absolutely feels like it was written in

order to add pages (multiple pages on discussing examples of concepts that are A) easily

understandable, and B) have nothing to do really with the book. This "book" is really nothing but a

verbose blog article. I did find some value in the actual content (when there was some), hence the 2

stars....but very dissapointed
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